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 FESTIV-O-PEDIA 2020 will be conducted through various digital platforms. 

  The events will be in two formats: Online (Live) and Offline (Recorded). 

  Kindly confirm your participation by September 23, 2020 through  

         link https://forms.gle/2pRjbkWn4jUbLphN9 

  All event entries must reach the host school latest by Oct 5, 2020 through    

        registration links provided on the web page www.dugri.bcmschools.org     

  Incomplete registration forms and late entries will not be accepted. 

  Student can participate in one event only. 

  Schools can choose to participate in any number of events. 

  The participants are requested to abide by the rules specified for each event. 

  The decision of the judges will be final and binding. 

  The participants can use costumes and props, if specified in the event. 

  Participants need to dress up decently for their events.  

  All winners and participants will be felicitated with e-certificates. The overall  

        winner school will be awarded a trophy. 
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 The platform for online events will be Zoom/Google Meet/Microsoft Teams. 

 For live events, Teacher Incharge of the participating school shall  receive Virtual  

       Meeting IDs on their e - mails. 

 Meeting details to be shared ONLY with the students participating in the events. 

 Kindly ensure that you have a stable and fast internet connection and  join the link  

       10 minutes before the given time. 

 Participants must join online meetings with their registered  names (same spellings) 
and school name only; otherwise, they will be denied entry. 

 Keep your cameras turned on throughout the event and all the necessary  resources 
ready beforehand. 

 You are expected to maintain online decorum. Any misconduct may  lead to  

        disqualification. 

 One teacher from each participating school can join the link. 



 Submission links for offline events (given in Slide 7) will be activated a day or  

        two before the given dates. 

 The submission of offline events shall be strictly as per given date and time. 

 Kindly  scan your Files, Videos and PPTs before uploading. 

 Participants can upload PPTs/files directly on submission link. 

 For submission of videos, kindly share the link of your Google Drive in submission 

       form. 

 If participants face any issue in uploading their entries, they must inform the  

       event incharge or technical incharge about the same. 

 Blurred or poor quality videos of offline events will be rejected. 



LEVEL EVENT NAME PARTICIPATION EVENT MODE SUBMISSION LINKS 

XI-XII 
FLICKS & CHICKS  

(Short Film Making) 

TEAM VIDEO SUBMISSION ON Oct 11,2020 till        

5 pm * For top 5 teams ONLINE  Q and A 

round on 15,2020 at 11 am 

https://forms.gle/GRP6DVx

m1unNGcSo7 

VI-VIII 
WORLDZEN (Around The World)  SOLO OFFLINE VIDEO SUBMISSION ON Oct 15, 

2020 till 5 pm 

https://forms.gle/hvCL6nR

wfDhN6RmY9 

IX –XII 

PATH-FINDER (PPT & Presentation) TEAM PPT  SUBMISSION on  Oct 14,2020 till 5 pm. 

For top 5 teams ONLINE  Q and A round  on 

Oct 17,2020 at 10 am 

https://forms.gle/AWpBaLb

cQp6E8V8HA 

 

IX-X COMIC OPERA (Stand up Comedy)  SOLO LIVE - Oct 16,2020 At 10 am 

VI-VIII 
MAD FADS (Ad Mad Show) 

TEAM 

OFFLINE VIDEO SUBMISSION on Oct 15, 

2020  till 11 am 

https://forms.gle/yWyJDhJ
tCHNhZSat9 

IV-V WORD FABRIC(Story Telling )  SOLO LIVE - Oct. 17,2020 9:00 am 

IX-XII MUSIC OF BODY ( Rhythmic Yoga ) SOLO 
LIVE – Oct 16,2020 10:00 am 

I-II 
AIR YOUR FAV (Show and Tell)  

SOLO 

OFFLINE(VIDEO SUBMISSION) on Oct 

14,2020 till 5 pm 

 https://forms.gle/dHsGVN

ynneDadcvE9 

IX-XII 
MEHAFIL-E SAAZ (Instrumental 

Music) 
SOLO 

OFFLINE  VIDEO SUBMISSION Oct 16,2020 

till 5 pm  

https://forms.gle/2WvpALs

eBe9s76cS7 

IX-XII 
DANCE TWIRLS  (Dance Fusion)  

SOLO 

OFFLINE VIDEO SUBMISSION on Oct13, 

2020 till 5 pm 

https://forms.gle/SyrrUW4

Fs61bBhRJ9 

XI-XII 
PERORATION (English 

Declamation)  
SOLO 

LIVE -  Oct. 15,2020 At 10:30 am 
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11.PERORATION    

(ENGLISH DECLAMATION)  

4. COMIC OPERA 

(STAND UP COMEDY) 

3. PATH FINDER   

(PPT MAKING)  

2. WORLDZEN 

(AROUND THE WORLD) 

6. WORD FABRIC  

 (STORY TELLING) 

10. DANCE TWIRLS  

   (DANCE FUSION) 

7. MUSIC OF  BODY    

(RHYTHMIC YOGA) 

5. MAD FADS  

(AD MAD SHOW) 

1.FLICKS & CHICKS 

(SHORT FILM MAKING)

8. AIR YOUR FAV  

(SHOW AND TELL) 

9. MEHFIL–E–SAAZ    

(INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC) 

 

 

FEST EVENTS 
    

 



1. FLICKS  & CHICKS: SHORT FILM 

MAKING COMPETITION (Offline) 

RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. The  competition is for class 11 and 12 students. A team of two participants from one school is allowed. 
2. This is a short film competition and hence ONLY Short animated and silent Film, NO DOCUMENTARIES. 
3. It should be educational. 
4. Maximum time limit for the film is 3 (Three) minutes or (180 seconds), including the beginning  and 

end credits. 
5. Film exceeding this time limit will be disqualified. 
6. There will be two rounds -  Execution and Question Answer . 
7. Execution round will be the submission round. Participants will submit films on the given date          
             through submission link(already provided). 
8.       Top 5 teams will go to the question answer round on the day of competition, for which link will     
               be shared one hour before the scheduled time . 
 KINDLY NOTE- Film must be in MPEG4 or AVI format, maximum size 150MB and minimum                

resolution 720p . Background music effects are allowed. The Film must not contain any                      
copyrighted work(s) belonging to third parties. 

NEXT 



 Theme 

 Technical execution 

 Video quality 

 Story line 

 Scores of question answer round 

For doubts and queries contact: 

Event coordinator – Ms. Charanjeet Kalra (9463160640) 

Event Incharge – Mr. Hitesh Sachdeva – (9991668585) 

 E-mail: youthfestdugri@gmail.com  BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 

* 1. FLICKS  & CHICKS: SHORT FILM MAKING COMPETITION 
(Offline) 

 

JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:

mailto:youthfestdugri@gmail.com


2. WORLDZEN: AROUND THE WORLD      

COMPETITION (Offline) 

RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. One participant from classes 6-8 can participate. 
2. Participants will be given one country from the below-provided list through registered e-mail 

ID a day before the competition. 
3. Participants have to include in description: geography, etymology, demography, social-cultural 

set up and the currency or some interesting aspects of a given country. 
4. Any assistance except shooting the video is restricted. 
5. Video must be in landscape mode and in one shot without any cut. 
6. Upload your videos on the given date through submission links. 
7. Video should be MPEG4 or AVI format. 
8. Performance video shall be of 2-3 minutes. The entries exceeding the time limit will be            

disqualified. 
9. Participants can innovate or improvise their presentations through props, costumes etc. 
 

LIST OF COUNTRIES: MAYOTTE, MONACO, ROMANIA, BERMUDA, RWANDA,    

SOMALIA,  LIECHTENSTEIN, BURKINA  FASO, MOLDOVA, DJIBOUTI 

NEXT 



 

Communication Skills 
Presentation 
Content 
Improvisation 
 

For doubts and queries contact: 

Event coordinator – Ms. Charanjeet Kalra (9463160640) 

Event Incharge – Ms. Nidhi Sharma (9855020979) 

E-mail: youthfestdugri@gmail.com  BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 

*2. WORLDZEN: AROUND THE WORLD      

COMPETITION (Offline) 

 

JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:

mailto:youthfestdugri@gmail.com


3. PATH FINDERS - POWER POINT PRESENTATION

(Offline) 

 
RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. A team of 2 students from classes 9 to 12 can participate. 
2.  The participants need to develop and submit a business plan for a venture decided by them, it may be        

business sector or start – up idea. 
3. The business plan must cover the various stages – Inception, Product/Service, Finance, Marketing, and    

other areas should be elaborated well. No change in the team structure will be permitted after registration. 
4. Presentation must be the original work of the contestants, and not taken from the internet, however, images 

and graphs can be used. 
5. Participants are permitted to use slide transitions, animations, or movement. Oration should be from the       

beginning. 
6.  Presentations are limited to 15 slides with one additional slide (to display the name of participating school 

and names of participants). 
7. Time limit is 4-5 minutes and entries exceeding the time limit will be disqualified. 
8. The complete PPT presentation must be submitted on given date  through the submission  link. 
9. Out of the entries received, Top 5 teams shall be selected for the question-answer round on the day of            

competition. The link for the same will be shared. 
10.  One representative from each selected team will appear for the question-answer round. 

NEXT 



*3. PATH FINDERS - POWER POINPRESENTATION  

(Offline)  

JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: 

 Comprehension Business Idea 
 Presentation and Style 
 Animation and Design 
 Clarity of Thoughts 
 Question Answer Round  
For doubts and queries contact: 

Event Coordinator – Ms. Charanjeet Kalra (9463160640) 

Event Incharge: - Ms. Shweta Chitkara (9872038624) 

E-mail: youthfestdugri@gmail.com BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 
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4. COMIC  OPERA 
                          (Online) 

RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. It is an individual competition. 
2. One participant from classes 9-10 can participate. 
3. Performance will be live, for that link will be provided. 
4. Participants need to join the link 10 minutes before the competition. 
5. Time limit is 2-3 minutes. 
6. Participants will be disqualified if performance exceeds the time limit. 
7. No participant can point out any individual or religion in any ways,      

and any dual meaning or obscene content is strictly not allowed. 
8. Participants must have prior and proper video or audio settings. 
9. Participants can use English or Hindi Language. 

NEXT 



*4. COMIC  OPERA  (Online)  

 

 JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: 
  

 Content 
 Fluency 
 Spontaneity 
 Presentation & Sense of Humour 

For doubts and queries contact: 

Event coordinator – Ms. Charanjeet Kalra (9463160640) 

Event Incharge – Ms. Vakita (9988894059) 

E-mail: youthfestdugri@gmail.com  
BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 
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5. MAD FADS – AD MAD SHOW  

(Offline)  

   RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. Only one entry from classes 6-8 is allowed.  
2.  It’s a family event and participant can include minimum 3 and maximum 5 members of 

his or her family. 
3. The items to be advertised will be sent through registered email on the day of competition. 
4.  Participants will video record the act using the announced product and will upload the      

recording on the given link before 11.00 am.  
5. The advertisement should be in English  only. 
6. Advertisement should not exceed the time limit of 1.5 to 2 minutes. The participant will  

be disqualified if time limit is not adhered to. 
7. The participant must shoot their video in landscape mode in one shot without any cuts.     

Editing or addition of  special effects in the video are strictly prohibited. 
8. Video should be MPEG4 or AVI format. 
9. Caution should be taken to refrain from displaying obscenity, violence, prejudice,                 

defamation etc. in advertisement.  

 
NEXT 



*5. MAD FADS – AD MAD SHOW   (Offline) 

*   
JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: 

 

Content & Creativity 
Team work & coordination 
Originality 
Humor and punch line 
Props and costumes 

 
For doubts and queries contact: 

Event coordinator :Ms.Pragati Kapoor(99146-90754)        

Event Incharge :Ms Sunidhi(95696-50535) 

E-mail: bcm32youthfest@gmail.com  
BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 

mailto:bcm32youthfest@gmail.com


6. WORD FABRIC - STORY TELLING COMPETITION  

(Online) 

RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. One student from classes 4-5 can participate. 
2. The story should be narrated in English only. 
3. Paper reading is not allowed at all. 
4. The duration of the story should be 2.5 to 3.5 minutes.  
5. Participant will be disqualified if time limit is not adhered to. 
6. Hand movements and facial expression are allowed but dramatization 

is prohibited (the performer shall not use any props and must  remain 
in one location). 

7. Link will be shared on the day of competition and participants need   
to join 10 minutes before the scheduled time. 

NEXT 



*6. WORD FABRIC - STORY TELLING 

COMPETITION (Online) 
    

JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:

Content 
Expression   
Intonation  
Clarity & Pronunciation 
Overall Presentation 

For doubts and queries contact: 

Event Coordinator : Ms.Pragati Kapoor(99146-90754)  

Event Incharge : Ms. Meenakshi (94781-46860) 

E-mail: bcm32youthfest@gmail.com  

  

BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 
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7. MUSIC OF BODY - RHYTHMIC YOGA 

 (Online) 

 
RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. One student from classes 9 to 12 can participate. 
2. Time limit for the performance is 2 min-2.30 min. 
3. Participant will be disqualified if   time limit is not adhered to. 
4. The participant should cover 8 to 10 aasanas in his/her performance(bending,    

backward bending, stretching and balancing postures). 
5. Soothing instrumental music should be played in the background. 
6. Ambience and attire of the performer should be decent and match with the 
          performance. 
7.      Link will be shared on the day of competition and participants need to join  
         10 minutes before  the scheduled time. 

NEXT 



*7. MUSIC OF BODY - RHYTHMIC YOGA 

 (Online) 

 
JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: 

Difficulty level of the aasans 
Performance   
Synchronization  
Flexibility 
Overall Presentation  

For doubts and queries contact: 

Event Coordinator : Ms.Pragati Kapoor(99146-90754) 

Event Incharge : Mr. Vipul (99156-51819) 

E-mail: bcm32youthfest@gmail.com  
BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 
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8. AIR YOUR FAV – SHOW & TELL (Offline) 

RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. One student from classes 1 & 2 can participate.  
2. Topics: Solar System, Utility objects, Electronic Gadgets, Road Safety, Safety means 

during Covid-19 & Celestial objects. 
3.  Participants will video record the act and will upload the recording on the submission    

link(already given) on the given day.  
4. The language used to describe the object should be English only. 
5.  The time limit is 1.5 to 2 minutes. The participant will be disqualified if time limit is  
        not adhered to. 
6.     The participant must shoot their video in landscape mode in one shot without any cuts.   
        Editing or adding any special effects in the video are strictly prohibited. 
7.     Video should be MPEG4 or AVI format. 
8.     Caution should be taken to refrain from displaying obscenity, violence, prejudice,  
         defamation etc. in description.  

NEXT 



*8. AIR YOUR FAV – SHOW & TELL (Offline) 

 
JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:

Content & Creativity 
Facial Expressions 
Voice modulation 
Fluency 
Props and costumes 

For doubts and queries contact: 

Event Coordinator : Ms.Pragati Kapoor (99146-90754)  

Event Incharge : Ms. Ritu Syal (98785-23016) 

E-mail: bcm32youthfest@gmail.com  
BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 
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9. MEHAFIL – E – SAAZ  MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL 

(Offline)  

RULES & REGULATIONS: 

1. Only one student from classes 9-12 can participate. 
2. Electronic instruments are not allowed. 
3. Participants can play any one of the following instruments-  
        Harmonium, Guitar, Flute, Violin, Sitar. 
3. Voice of the played instrument should be clear. 
4. Participant should send the video recording of their performance on given date 
     through submission link.  
5. Video should be MPEG4 or AVI format. 
6. Time limit given to each participant will be 1:30 minutes to 2 minutes. 
7. Exceeding the time limit will tend to disqualify. 
8. Participants will play only Hindi Devotional or Patriotic  songs of Bollywood. 
9. Participants must tune their instruments before the  performance. 

NEXT 



9. MEHAFIL – E – SAAZ  MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL 

(Offline)  
 

 JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: 

Chords 

Correct Notes 

Rhythm 

Confidence 

For doubts and queries contact:           

Event Coordinator-Ms. Prerna  (9417427337) 

Event Incharge: Ms. Amarpreet Kaur (9877324187) 

E-mail: youthfestbasantcity@gmail.com    BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 
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10. DANCE TWIRL – FUSION DANCE(Offline) 

 

RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1.  Only one student from classes 9-12 can participate. 
2.  Time limit given to each  participant will be 1.30 to 2.00  minutes. 
3.  Exceeding the time limit will tend to disqualify 
4.  Please dress-up according to your dance form. 
5. Use of props is allowed. 
6. Kindly submit your dance video on given date through submission link  

(already provided) 
7. Video should be MPEG4 or AVI format. 
8. Kindly Note- Ambience, Song and attire of the performer should be        

decent and match with the performance. 
You can choose any one Theme:- 
 1. Covid  warriors. 
 2. Save our Planet. 

NEXT 



* 10.  DANCE TWIRL – FUSION DANCE 

* (Offline) 

 
  JUDGEMENT CRITERIA: 

Use of Props 
Choreography 
Dress 
Performance (Execution and variety of dance forms)  
Theme + Expression. 

For doubts and queries contact:           

Event Coordinator-Ms. Prerna  (9417427337) 

Event Incharge: Ms. Ambika (9464372878) 

E-mail: youthfestbasantcity@gmail.com 
BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 

mailto:youthfestbasantcity@gmail.com


 

11. PERORATION – ENGLISH DECLAMATION  

(Online) 

 
RULES & REGULATIONS: 
1. Only One participant from classes XI-XII can participate. 
2. No on the spot registration is allowed. 
3. All the participants have to join through  the Zoom / Google Meet link 10 minutes prior the given time on 

the day of competition. 
4. The language of the contest shall be English only. 
5. Time allowed 2 – 2:30 minutes. The time limit will be strictly enforced. First warning bell would be rung at 

1:30 min. Final bell will be given at 2:30 min. 
6. Paper reading is not allowed. 
7. School identity should not be disclosed. 
8. One teacher from each school would be allowed to join the link. 
9. The decision of judges would be final and binding. 
10. The contestant may keep in view the following points will delivering their speech:- Greetings and  
         introduction of the subject. Exposition of the main theme (conciseness and clarity of message,  
         originality/points of interest, incorporation of personal reference, quotations), Conclusion. 
 TOPICS:      a) Time is Ticking Before We Resolve Magnitude of Water Crisis. 
 b) Green Marketing is Panacea to Protect Environment. 
 c) Success is Not Final, Failure is not Fatal. 
 d) Hope - Dawn Comes After the Darkness.  NEXT 



Verbal Clarity (annunciation and pronunciation of words,  
      voice strength and projection). 

Presentation/speaking style (mannerism, audience contact 
and voice modulation, ability to keep the audience engaged 
by their speaking style). 
Content. 

11. PERORATION – ENGLISH DECLAMATION  

(Online) 

 
JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:

For doubts and queries contact: 

Event Coordinator-Ms. Prerna   (9417427337) 

Event Incharges-: Mrs. Simple Jasrotia (9876950999)    

E-mail: youthfestbasantcity@gmail.com                      BACK  TO        

FEST EVENT 
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EVENT COORDINATORS 

NAME CONTACT NO. 

Ms.Charanjeet Kalra 9463160640 

  

Ms.Pragati Kapoor 9914690754 

  

Ms. Prerna 9417427337 

TECHNICAL HEADS 

NAME CONTACT NO. 

Ms. Hema Aggarwal 7009932393 

Ms. Divya Singh 9877113252 

Ms. Heena Narang 9855789998 

Ms. Ambika 9464372878 

School Website- www.dugri.bcmschools.org  
Email Id:   youthfestdugri@gmail.com  
Contact No.-  9781198099 
 

http://www.dugri.bcmschools.org/
http://www.dugri.bcmschools.org/
mailto:youthfestdugri@gmail.com


IMPORTANT DATES 

LAST DATE FOR CONFIRMATION Sept 23 , 2020 

LAST DATE FOR SUBMISSION OF ENTRIES Oct  5, 2020 

OPENING CEREMONY Oct 15, 2020 

RESULT DECLARATION Oct 17,2020 




